This paper is about the travel of patents. To be more precise, in exploring how patents presently feature in the transfer of technology to newly industrializing countries, I examine how, through their travel, patents and their new locations change. I argue that patents are different things in different placesöand that it is their travel that makes them so.
} Present address: Division of Humanities and Social Sciences, California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, CA 91125, USA; e-mail: delaet@hss.caltech.edu (1) A straw figure such as this is always a reduction and it is hard not to overload it with qualifiers. But if it is so reductive, why use it at all? I contend that a celebration of the exotic other as a conflation of difference and distance is characteristic of early ethnography; it is ingrained in ethnographic practice. It is this conflation that I (and many others in current anthropology) argue with. My ethnography seeks to find the strangeness in things close by, but it makes use of the figure of travel to indicate the effort it takes to get to those things. But distance gets to be something different in this move. It should be understood in terms of contrast, rather than in terms of kilometers. See also de Laet (1998). For critiques of classical ethnography see, for example, Clifford (1989; 1997) , Clifford and Marcus (1986) , Marcus and Fisher (1986) . getting connected, these places, in some respects, change. And so, to use a phrase coined by Donna Haraway, in entering a new setting patents are world-changing events (Haraway, 1997) . That is what I am interested in here: patents not only as objects that change, but also as events that perform connectionsöand that bring about changes as they go along.
To document the work of patents my ethnography has to be everywhere. I travel, following patents' tracks, to Zimbabwe, for instance. And while doing so I try to recapture travel not only as mode and method, but also as an object of the anthropological trade. But I stay put as well, encountering patents in more familiar places such as an international organization in Geneva and a law school in New York. Like other anthropologists who deal with technology and science, I do not assume that ethnographic travel necessarily crosses great distance. And when ethnography does cross great distance (as, obviously, mine does in following patents) I do not assume that travelömy own or that of my objectsöis a neutral, unintrusive form of displacement. Last, I do not take it for granted that distance and difference, or better distance and strangeness, go together. (2) For sometimes they do. Sometimes they do not: patents in Geneva or New York are different, but they are not any less strange than they are in Harare.
So it is that Geneva and New York provide sites for my ethnography as much as Harare does. And so, while finding out things about travelling patents I am also finding out how to do a kind of ethnography that explores distance and difference as effects of objects' movements, rather than presupposing them as givens of the ethnographer's work.
Patents in transit
Patents are present in many places. They are in university^government^industry relations. They live in patent offices in Washington, Rijswijk, Munich, and Tokyo. They inhabit courtrooms, classrooms, boardrooms, and conference rooms; law schools, multinationals, and international organizations. For those who grow up with a notion of patentsöwhich would be most of those who are educated in the Western industrialized worldöit is easy to assume knowledge of what patents are in these places; we take it that we know the places and we suppose that we know what patents do there. Patents protect inventors from infringement upon their intellectual property. That is what we know. (3) But patents are also in less well-known places where although some experts want them, most nonexperts do not immediately expect them. They have moved to nonindustrialized or industrializing locales such as Zimbabwe, Prague, Beijing, Brazil. And they are in development policy, in international affairs, and in technology transfer. Thus they travel, and at first sight it may be rather surprising that they do so. For what is the need for protecting technological property in a nonindustrial or semi-industrial setting? And whose need is that, anyway? For a variety of reasons, (2) Of course I am not denying that there is difference between places. But I am suggesting that it is not only what is far that needs to be understood. Because what is close is equally strange. (3) Another straw figure: pitching`here' against`there',`us' against`them', those who`know' about patents and those who do not. But`we' is not an easy category: you may not even be part of it, since you may not know a thing about patents. And it is hard öand not all that usefulöto point to those who know about patents, for there are many different kinds of knowledge about the things, in many different places. So, surely it is not the case that knowledge exclusively resides here'. For those from whom I learn about patents include my colleagues in Zimbabwe as much or perhaps more so than my interlocutors at Columbia University. Because the knowledge is all mixed up it is not so clear where`here' is anymore. Zimbabwe has become very much`here' in the process of doing this ethnography. But beware: this is not because your ethnographer has`gone native'. It is because Zimbabwe holds knowledge and expertise, and, as I will argue further, because it has agency. thenösome better than othersöin such settings the very presence of patents may seem a bit strange. (4) And, as it turns out, patents' presence in these settings is`strange'. For in some of them, some of the time, patents do quite different things than they do in the places where we assume we know them: here. For one thing, they do not seem to be all that effective as protection devices all of the time. Upon following patents that travel, it appears that whereas`here' they protect, binding humans and things together by means of rights,`there'öat least in some`theres'öthey provide technical information, reconfiguring the new environments in which they emerge. So I wonder: how does such difference come about? What is it, precisely, that patents do, here and there? And how obvious is what they do here, really? How and why did they get from here to there? How, in short, are what patents do, where they do it, and what they are, related to one another?
Patent documents. Different things in different places
First site. Conversation. Industrialization
In Utrecht for a brief visit, I run into X.``Just talked about you this morning,'' he says.``Have you spoken with Y?'' I don't know which Y we are discussing.``He's on our board. You should talk with him. He works in Zimbabwe. On industrialization. He is interested in your work. Things are not as well protected as they are in South East Asia, there. It's different. He thinks that they don't make proper use of patents.'' I hear an undercurrent in this conversation. It is not only that Zimbabwe and South East Asia are set out as distinct`places'. It is also that this distinction is mediated through, and defined in terms of, differences in the protection of`industrial' properties. (5) And it is through their link with industrialization that patents get to travel to these places, to begin with.
For X, for Y, for most of us, patents are closely connected with industrialization. Standard doctrine of economic growth and development has it that technological advance is paired with the introduction of the patent system; that the protection of intellectual property and industrial development go hand in hand. This is the story according to historians of technology: the emergence and development of the patent system as we know it occurred in Europe and America, with the system beginning to formalize in the 18th century and since then gradually congealing into its present form. (6) (4) Good reasons: in May of 1998 Beijing hosted a conference on the so-called`world-patent', a new development in international patent practice, though at first sight Beijing is an unlikely host for such a meeting because of the controversy over intellectual property rights between the USA and the Peoples Republic of China. Bad reasons: the question of why such places, that arè nonmodern' or at best semimodern, and thus have no particular need for the protection of their technological property, might want to be part of the patent system is inspired by the notion that there is a great divide between the modern and the nonmodern that is mediated by technology and science. Bruno Latour takes issue with this notion, and argues that`we have never been modern'. See Latour (1991) . (5) I am using the terms`industrial property' and`techn(olog)ical property' interchangeably; this is the matter that is covered in patents.`Intellectual property' refers to not only the materials covered in patents but to those protected by copyright, trademarks, and design as well.`IPR' (Intellectual Property Rights) is the common denominator for all of these protective instruments; and although I focus on patents I sometimes use this more comprehensive acronym, as it appears in discussions or documents. (6) An early predecessor of the current American system is the Patent Act of the American constitution of 1790; the current European system is based on provisions in the Code Napoleon of 1804. See Merges (1992, page 7). This is not the most well-known story about technological development and change, because in the history of technology patents are not that extensively researched. But it tells that the patent system and hence the patent, as a protector of individual rights, was a critical feature as well as a consequence of the Industrial Revolution (see, for example, Basalla, 1988) .
Patents have a history that goes back to at least the 15th century, however. From that period, documents called`letters patent' were granted by sovereigns as temporary monopolies assuring craftsmen that they alone were allowed to use a certain method of production or to make a particular product. The underlying rationale was to encourage craftsmen who possessed a rare skill to settle in the domain. The patent document in this early apparition can thus be seen as a mechanism to foster technology transfer, though the document itself did not contain the knowledge to be transferred: by granting an individual right, the patent served to attract persons who held sought-after technical skills (see Merges, 1992; see also Rose, 1993) .
Subsequent to the early processes of industrialization, patents have adopted another form: they have become descriptions of new technical knowledge. The documentsörather than the persons holding the documents öhave come to contain, and to represent, such knowledge. But it is not coincidental that patents as we currently know them are tied to technical knowledge in this way. As the historian of technology George Basalla argues, this is the result of a particular interest in new technical knowledge, that is idiosyncratically perceived as the drive behind the specific processes of industrialization that occurred in 18th-century Europe and North America.`t he effectiveness of the patent system is less important than the fact that every industrialized country in the West has made patenting a national institution, complete with supporting bureaucracy, legislation, and state funding. When combined with the zealous pursuit of patents by industry, the existence of professional careers in patent law practice, the transformation of the patent in Communist countries, the popular enthusiasm for the idea of the patent, and the economist's and historian's interest in proving the meaning of patents, the result is an obsession with technological novelty that is without precedent. No other cultures have been as preoccupied with the cultivation, production, diffusion, and legal control of new machines, tools, devices and processes as Western culture has been since the eighteenth century'' (Basalla, 1988, page 24, my emphasis) . The link between patent system and industrialization is thus specific; it stems from an`obsession with technological novelty' that is portrayed as a local and temporal phenomenon. That suggests that it would not be trivial for patent practices to travel, for they are entangled with this particular history of industrialization. However, some of those who are concerned with the development of the`Third World', the`South', developing', or`industrializing' countries have picked up on just that connection between patents and industrial developmentöas if it were a general or generalizable, rather than a local condition. Hence, some development strategists appear to trust that with transporting one half of the connectionöpatentsöthe otheröindustrializationö will follow, and that the connection can be transported with little effort and to universal effect. It is in this spirit that current development practice is engaging the idea that the patent system can be installed globally, that patents can and should travel, and that their travel may perhaps be technically abstruse but is not in principle impossible. And so the project that I call`patents for technology transfer' is born. This project proposes and implements the patent as a mechanism to foster industrialization in the developing world. This is a new assignment for the patent. It is called upon in a new role, which combines its more recent competence as a carrier of technical knowledge with its ancient promise to perform the transfer of technology to, or from, foreign realms. But in order to fulfill this assignment the patent becomes an envoy who carries more than just knowledge from here to there. It carries a body of conventions, norms, treaties, and alliances as well.
Second site. WIPO. Protection
This global effort to disseminate and`harmonize' the patent system is monitored by the World Intellectual Property Organization (from now on WIPO) in Geneva. From its inception in 1970öwith the conclusion of the Patent Cooperation Treaty (PCT)ö WIPO has emerged as the central location where international patent legislation and multilateral patent negotiations take place. Having supervised, in the first years of its existence, the unification of the European patent system in the European Patent Convention (EPC) and the design of an International Patent Classification system (IPC), WIPO has more recently branched out. The organization has begun to work the former Eastern bloc nations, as well as the industrializing countries in the developing world. (7) Under its auspices newly emerging regional patent institutions, such as the African Regional Industrial Property Organization (from now on ARIPO) in Harare, Zimbabwe, act towards the patent system's implementation and, most notably, towards global participation in the collection of treaties that WIPO administrates.`I f a person makes what he thinks is an invention, he ... asks the Governmentöby filing an application with the patent office öto give him a document in which it is stated what the invention is and that he is the owner of [it] . This document, issued by a Government authority, is called a patent or a patent-for-invention'' (WIPO, 1988, page 8) . This is how WIPO characterizes the patent: with an emphasis on invention and individual ownership, and focusing on the protection of industrial property. The portrayal is similar to the one sported in a US textbook on patent law (see Merges, 1992) . But the characterization is not complete without mention of the further specifications of what constitutes a patent. Both WIPO's manual and the textbook insist that a patent document contain precise technical knowledge: a description of the patented object should be included, as well as a variable number of claims that define the matter for which protection is sought. This`matter' must answer to a set of requirements: it must be`new', it must involve an`inventive step', and it must be`industrially applicable'. (8) The patent's purpose is included in the characterization as well: it is to assert ownership and to confer and guard a property right (see WIPO, 1988) .
So this is what patents do, at least in this setting. Patent documents do not merely describe novelty in technology or science. The description they include serves the purpose of protecting the invention. After all, in order to grant the patent holder an exclusive right to use, make, or sell the invention, it has to be clear what this invention is; it must be evident what its boundaries and specificities are. So if the patent is to confer and protect a property right, then it needs to contain accurate information about what is to be protected. In other words, along with the right itself, a patent`holds' the technology to which the right pertains. The patent thus stands for the right as well as for the invention. It represents the subject to the right öthe patent holder; the object of (7) It is because of the existence of patent treaties that patents can cross borders at all. Treaties build upon previous ones: they form a dense structure that reflects not only bilateral and multilateral agreements, but also negotiations, interests, and alliances. One of the more inclusive treaties that WIPO manages is the Patent Cooperation Treaty (WIPO, 1994) , which enables international patent applications, thereby simplifying the procedures for patent application in more than one country at a time.
(8) It does not have to be material, however. A patent can be granted for a new substance, machine, or product. But it can also be granted for a new method, process, or mechanism for making such a new thing. the rightöthe invention; and the technical knowledgeöof the invention to which the right pertains.
The rights conferred by a patent are not always and everywhere the same, however. They differ, for instance depending on variations in national laws. This provides WIPO its mandate: to coordinate different national laws into one globally harmonized patent structure. The institution derives this mandate and its power of definition from its almost 200 member states that negotiate with one another about the forms the patent might take and the regulations that it should be subjected to. Its object is to provide a standard definition of the patent as well as provisions for its granting and protection, which are generally shared. In this globally harmonized order the patent might safely travel and not only be but also do everywhere the same. One could say that by connecting different places the patent makes those places all öin some respectsöthe same. That, at least, is what its mission of`harmonization' suggests. But such a harmonized patent order and standard definition of the patent are not the reality in which patents (and patent experts) live. Even between WIPO and its African counterpart in Harareötwo organizations that subscribe to the project of`patents for technology transfer'; that work closely together towards the dissemination and harmonization of patents; and for both of whom the patent features prominently in a strategy for developmentöviews on and uses of patents diverge.`A patent is a legal tool conferring rights to its owner; a source of technical information'' (ARIPO, 1993, my emphasis). ARIPO here introduces the patent as an information source. (9) According to its explanation, the patent document is not most prominently a protector of rights. For by virtue of the information carried in the document, the patent is also a valuable and (in the`developing' world where books are precious and information not trivial to come by) a rare source of technical knowledge. Although the regional organization is bound to WIPO in a relationship of cooperation and is for many purposes dependent on WIPO's sponsorship, and although its objectives are in accordance with the WIPO mandate, ARIPO emphasizesöbut by no means pursues exclusivelyöthe promotion of the use of patents' technical information. (10) Technology transfer and technological development are what the regional organization is most expressly about.`T he major activities of [ARIPO] are to promote the development of indigenous technology; acquisition of foreign technology; adaptation of foreign technology to suit the local environment; regional innovative activities'' (ARIPO, 1993). The patent is thus promoted as a tool in development, in that it serves to inform those who consult it about existing technology, new technological advances, and technical objects that may be of use. The way to accomplish such development is to make patents available, accessible, and attainable. After all, in order for the patent to work effectively as a tool for development its potential must be known, and it must be used.
And this is what ARIPO does: it allows patents to circulate. The organization spends much effort on promotional activities, patent training, and the publication of patents for public use. It publishes monographs on selected technologies, for instanceöthere is one on spades that documents existing digging technologyöas a reference for local farmers and industries. Each year ARIPO officers conduct a travelling patent seminar that visits a selection of member countries. They teach seminars at (9) It is thus the patent as a public resource for knowledge that is crucial to ARIPO's endeavor, whereas it can be said that WIPO concentrates on the patent as a private right. universities and research institutions, instructing on how to seek protection for one's inventions. And, through its patent documentation and information centre, ARIPO makes patents and the knowledge they contain available for public use. All of those activities intend to encourage the development of local, and appropriate, technology. But more importantly, they fit with ARIPO's wider mission to advocate the patent as a resource for information, development, and research.
Patent application and maintenance is expensive, and it has been suggested to me in more than one interview that for local Zimbabweans the price attached to taking out a patent may be too high to pay. But once a technology has been patented its patent document provides technical information. So if such documents are available, as they are in ARIPO's patent documentation and information centre, development may ensue. That, in any case, is the premise on which the implementation of`patents for technology transfer' in Zimbabwe builds.
Diverging performancesö different objects
By now we can say a few things about patents. In the first place, they have not always been and are not everywhere the same things. Their nature and performance have shifted: from a mechanism for technology transfer, via an industrializing moment, they have become representations. They are not simple but rather complex representations, however. For they represent at once subjects, objects, and knowledge. In WIPO and ARIPO's project of harmonizing the intellectual property regime, patents are deployed as vehicles for technology transfer once again. But for them to work in this capacity two conditions must be met. In the first place, they must be transportable. In the second place, as representations they must be tenacious. They must be`immutable mobiles', in other words. (11) But we can say something else about patents. It is not so clear whether these conditions of transportability and tenacity can be met. For patents' nature shifts while they arè underway'. At various ends of their travel they are deployed in different capacities. Even if patent documents arrive safely and integrally in Harare, on paper or on CD-ROM, their nature has become different from what it was before they set out on their journeys öback in Washington, Rijswijk, Munich, Tokyo, or Geneva, for that matter. After all, a source of information is something other than a protection device, and even though they all share the format of the patent document, which suggests that they are identical, a protection device is not necessarily the same as an industrializing force. So even though those three faculties are embodied in one type of document and even though their uses may at times be mixed, it appears that they perform different tasks, to different ends, for different constituencies. These tasks vary with the environment in which they are performed. Thusöwith a variation on Latour's termöeven though patents may be mobile, they are not immutable. Their tenacity is questionable, at best. This is where we turn back to the conversation between X and myself that started us thinking about patents. There is yet another undercurrent in this conversation. If it can be said that theyöthat is, the Zimbabweansödo not make proper use of patents there, then the question is begged how patents are used and what proper use might be. And the suggestion can be heard that they could be used otherwise. Surely the stories about WIPO and ARIPO indicate that patents are being used in different ways. But if they can be used in more than one way, then they are more than one entity, perhaps. Even though they may be embodied in one type of document, in their different environments patents are different objectsöor so it seems to me. This, then, is where (11) The term is from Latour (1986, pages 1^40); in Organizing Modernity (1994, page 102) John Law describes immutable mobiles as``materials that can easily be carried about, and tend to retain their shape''. their tenacity must be called into question: the patent is no longer one straightforward, stable, and dependable unit. It is already, at the outset of the project of`patents for technology transfer', a variableöwhat it is depends on what role it performs. And on where it performs that role.
Counterpoint Fourth site. Q and A, Tenacity
But wait. Not everyone readily agrees with this proposition that patents might be different things in different places.`H ow can you say that? How can you maintain such a thing?'' an interlocutor in one question-and-answer session asks, exasperated, implying that the thing which I am attempting to maintain is quite an outrageous one.``How can you even think that a patent here is different from the same patent in Zimbabwe? It is still the same document, after all.'' Even though patent documents may be used differently in different environments, surely a particular patent, say a patent for a chemical compound, is an immutable mobile all the same? Even if such a patent travelsöfor instance to Zimbabwe on CD-ROMöit does remain the same document, does it not? Its words and drawings do not change; it continues to represent the same subject, object, and knowledge. Even though it provides information, it is still supposed to protect individual rights as well. So perhaps the notion that patents are different things in different places is outrageous to maintain.
Let us consider this possibility.
In contrast with what I am trying to establish, there is much that points towards the tenacity of patents. Or I should rather say that there is much that not only points, but that also works towards their constancy. Patent documents can be seen, they can be held, they can be passed around, they can be consulted, they can be stolen, they can be exchanged between interested parties and they can, apparently, travel to developing worlds. And yes, strictly speaking, while being passed around, consulted, or stolen they do not change. Transport does not compromise them, for their words and drawings do remain the same no matter who reads them, or where, or when. And they remain the same no matter what their vehicle, for as far as the substance of patents is concerned it should not make a difference whether they travel on paper, on CD-ROM, or through the internet.
More important, patents were designed to be tenacious. We have seen that the term patent refers to a document that confers an exclusive right to the production, sale, or use of a particular invention. (12) And we have seen that if the document is to confer such a right then there may be no ambiguity as to what, exactly, it covers. To that end, patent law commands that the description of the object of the rightöthe inventionö be such that it``disclose[s] the invention in a manner sufficiently clear and complete for the invention to be carried out by a person skilled in the art'' (WIPO, 1994, page 11). The patent is thus designed so that its words exactly map onto the thing it stands for; (12)`I nvention' perhaps evokes`low' technology. Note however that the inventions covered byö and disputed inö patent law range from simple mechanical devices to basic discoveries in biotechnology, to processes in chemistry, to mathematical algorithms, to surgical procedures; in other words, they cover the entire realm of what we now call technoscience. By restricting patentable subject matter to`inventions' and then defining what subject matter is patentable, patent legislation imposes a particular perspective on technology and science. This perspective is built out of statutes, policy principles, preceding case litigation and disputes, so that the patent system, although it aspires to uniformity, is a conglomerate of local circumstance and contingency. Although patent doctrine may not embrace the logic that prompts many to speak of technoscience' rather than`science and technology', in practice it is very much an exercise in technoscience itself. so that it represents dependable knowledge of the object of industrial property for which it is granted. (13) It must be tenacious, in other words.
And, last, the patent refers not only to the document-conferring-the-right but also to the right itself; to an inalienable, defendable, clear-cut right of a subject to an object of intellectual property. In this capacity patents assign an order to things that is tenacious on its own accord. For firmly tying things to people by means of a property right, binding the objects for which the patent right is granted to the legal subjects to whom the rights accrue, patents arrange a proprietous world. Preserving knowledge, conferring rights, and binding the two in an order that holds them together, patent documents perform tenacity.
And so it is that conventional wisdom has it that patents are not different things in different places; so it is that patents come to be depended upon as straightforward and stable entities. Their tenacity is not just a given; it is a must. And it is an effect as well; an effect of patent practices. Tying subjects, objects, and knowledge to one another in a particular but immutable way, patents create an order of property. This is a powerful argument, for it is the basic premise on which the system for the protection of intellectual property rests. And, bracing that system while justifying its use, the argument gains strength from this structure that it supports. (14) That, then, is the counterpoint to my stories. A patent remains the same, no matter what its destination or its vehicle; patent documents are made to be tenacious and dependable representations both of rights and of knowledge, and patents perform tenacity as they are part of a system that builds a proprietous order of things. This is all true. That is, it is true as long as the patent does not travel. For a patent, in this vision, is a neutral carrier of information and individual rights, whose success in conveying information and conferring rights depends on the tenacity of its representation. Representing words are separate from the represented things, according to the counterpoint. And travel does not affect the representation. As much as the patent is an inert medium, its travel is a neutral move. Which is exactly where patents in Zimbabwe disagree.
Law school: protection
The counterpoint to my stories hinges on patents' capacity for representation. But how tenacious are the representations provided by patents, really öespecially in the light of their travel? And how is it that patents can be thought of as effective representational devices at all ? Let us deal with the second question first, and keep the first one for the next section. Finding out about how patents' tenacity is made also begins to show how it may unravel. Week in, week out, I travel to a class in`technological property'. Now this is a strange world: for one who inhabits anthropology and science and technology studies the legal discourse on technology takes some getting used to. But what better place to learn about the representational tenacity of the patent? Where else to learn about how the (13) See Patent Act Statutes and Agreements;``... in order to obtain ... rights the invention has to be described fully and in detail so that a man skilled in the technology concerned can understand, reproduce, test the effectiveness and usefulness of the invention'' (ARIPO, 1993, pages 4^5) . (14) In other words, the argument and the system depend on each other. They are both part of the tangle that constitutes the patent order. Like a referent gains meaning from its reference and a text gains strength from its readership, an argument gains legitimacy from its use. is not directly obvious that, and why, the answer to the question in the textbook is`yes'öor, rather, that the answer is yes under the Mulford rationale'. That is because the question raises a controversial point. According to the US patent statute natural products cannot be patented. Neither can living subject matter. And, according to the conventions for patentability, any patented technology' requires an`inventive step'. It is by weighing difference and similarityöby drawing a line between`different substances' and`degrees of the same substance' öthat Mulford provides a lasting rationale. For by exemplifying how to separate what is alive from what is not and how to distinguish a natural substance from a manufactured one the ruling sets a standard for how, in similar cases, decisions about patentability are to be made. It settles, once and for all, that a process of purification may count as aǹ inventive step'.
Although in the excerpt from the textbook the term`purification' points to the scientific process of creating a new material, one might say that with all that separating and distinguishing Hand employs a technique of purification as well. For it is through a process of purification that Mulford lays down the boundaries and demarcations that are crucial to the practice of patenting. By invoking`distinctions',`drawing a line', and separating one process from another, Mulford rules on what is patentable and what is not. (15) In the world of science and technology studies, purification is a cherished routine. Scholars in the field are fond of purification because it doubles in the laboratory: a process that applies to how substances are made, it also pertains to how the lab produces standards for knowledge. (16) In this patent law class I learn that, for the (15) For an exploration of processes of purification in the laboratory, see Latour and Woolgar (1986) . (16) As Latour and Woolgar (1986) suggest, purification does an ontological as well as a normative job. purposes of patenting, the technique of purification moves outside the lab and into Hand's courtroom. But there is more to purification. It also operates in the classroom itself, where students are encouraged to make it their thinking mode.
While purification, as a scientific mode and method, produces not just any substance but in many cases patentable and in some cases patented substance, and while in the courtroom it becomes a legal technique that separates what is justly patented from what is not, in the classroom it is the dominant style of reasoning. Students learn how to apply it in order to make a patent. They learn that to produce a patent they need to craft a specific, one-on-one relation between particular words and a particular thing. That, for purposes of protection, a patent document needs to uniquely represent a technology, a right, and a personöall at the same time. That, in order for a patent to be effective as a protection device, it must not cover any object other than the one it seeks to protect and that, therefore, the patented matter must be clearly, concisely, and exhaustively described. Such a description is not easily wrought. For not only must it avoid infringing or overlapping with text that applies to any other already patented object, it must also be cast in a specific legal tongue. Mulford is an example of the language that students learn to speak in the law class. And through learning to use such language, they learn the intricacies of the patent order. (17) They are instructed on how to apply statutes, jurisprudence, statutory bars. They learn when to invoke Mulford in a plea, how to discern patentable matter, and how to present matter in such a way that it becomes patentable. They come to understand, but also to (re)define what is technology. So it is that the technique of purification features in the classroom, and so it is that a patent order that builds on purification comes about.
Are any of these discoveries/inventions patentable', then? Questions such as the one that started this section enforce purification as a mode of reasoning. In the process of learning to answer such questions the novice comes to embody the conventions of the system that such reasoning sustains. (18) And here is what I learn in the classroom. Not only do I learn about purification as the crucial mechanism in the making of substances, the making of patentable substances, and the making of patents on substances. I also begin to see this mechanism at work in the making of the patent system and of the experts that embody it. And I learn, again, that for patents to protect property rights it is crucial that they be tenacious and pure representations; that they be immutable mobilesöstable, unambiguous, and transportable from one place to the next.
Condition and convention
And, yet, while I learn how a patent's representational tenacity is made, I also learn that it does not take much for it to be unmade. It takes only a slight displacement, for instance, for the representation to go all askew. For as it becomes clear that in (17) In learning to apply this technique of purification, students join a particular brand of philosophy of science: they adopt a correspondence theory of reality. For they learn how to forge a smooth, uninterrupted, accurate, strong, and singular link between specification and technology, between words and things, between knowledge and reality. That is what this process of purificationöpatentingö does here. For a pure representation is what the patent, for the purposes of lawyer's office, law court, and classroom, needs to be. Bowker (1992, pages 53^74), as well as Cambrosio et al (1990, pages 301^319) , document how, in effect, various legal settings not only contribute to the articulation of the patent, but also to the shaping of the reality that the patent is about. Patent and invention are shaped simultaneously, and things and words are made to refer to each other in a give and take between court room, lawyer's office, inventor's lab, and the boardroom that hosts industrial and commercial concerns. Thus a correspondence theory of reality is not only adopted; in crafting a patent it is implemented as well. (18) In this, learning to work within the confines of the patent system is very much like engaging in what Ludwig Wittgenstein calls language games. See Wittgenstein (1992) .
order for the patent to protect it has to be a tenacious representation, the intricacy of the order of rules, legislation, jurisprudence, and enforcement that enables representation and protection also comes into view. Because of this intricacy the order is tenuous. And, as an element of the order, the patent is tenuous as well. For it works only if experts are disciplined, justices rule, and students know to invoke the rulings öthat is, if all conventions and conditions of the order are in place.
Consider once more the answer to the question that started this section. The answer is: yes, this substance is patentable under the Mulford rationale. But the Mulford rationale only upholds as long as it remains uncontested. And there is no guarantee that it will not be overruled. It may be counteracted by other rationales. It may be displaced by a later rationale. It may be disregarded or it may simply be unknown to the representing lawyer or the presiding judge. And the patent? Even if the patent is viable under Mulford, it is viable under a certain rationale but not necessarily under others. Even after it has been granted it is not safe. For it may be overlooked or, if its yearly fees are not paid, expire. It can be disputed in a court of law. And so the patent for purified glandular substances only works on the condition that neither of these destabilizing possibilities applies.
More likely than not, however, when patents travel some of the possibilities will apply. Travel may bring the patent into circumstances where it is infringed upon without reprisal. In developing nations, although patent documents may arrive there unscathed, Mulford öand other components of the patent order as it is practised in Munich, Geneva, and Washingtonömay not be present at all. According to one Zimbabwean patent lawyer in Zimbabwe, even though many elements of the patent system do operate there, the enforcement of patents is not very effectively pursued because there is no proper structure to do so (interview, June 1997). In such cases, perhaps the very presence of the patent as a vehicle for information prevents its adoption as a protection device. After all, why go through the hassleöand incur the costöof installing the elements of a protective system for inventions that, as information about them is available whereas protection is not, can be copied for free? For it is a hassle. Whereas the transport of patents as containers of knowledge does not seem such a tall order öafter all, you just have to move the documents from here to thereö to transport an entire system is not a trivial thing.
Sixth site. Science and Technology Studies. Moving systems
Anthropological and sociological studies of science and technology have documented how, as systems are transported, the ways in which they cohere, change. For instance, Madeleine Akrich has shown how, in the export of a gazogene (a woodburning machine that produces low-cost energy) to Costa Rica, a tiny element of a technical system that falls out of place as a result of transportation may cause the system to stop working altogether (see Akrich, 1993) . Together with Annemarie Mol I have described how the relations between humans and things that constitute a Zimbabwean hand water-pump reconfigure with the travel of the device ömaking both the humans and the things slightly different entities than they were before (see de Laet and Mol, 2000) . Thus, relational materials that they are, the objects that make up such technical systems change with changing relationships (for the concept of relational materiality see Mol and Law, 1995; also Mol and Law, 1994, pages 641^671; Law, 1994) .
Such stories provide a backdrop to my suspicion about patents' representational tenacity. For if patents are to operate effectively as documents that represent rights universally and as vehicles for technology transfer to places elsewhere, some kind of order to enable their work must be integrally present in these places as well. But although the patent in some ways`carries' the patent system, along with knowledge and rights; although the system is undeniably embodied in the patent document, it is not entirely contained in it. External conditions are required to make the patent work.
And so, seen in the light of the previous examples, it may be as difficult to send the patent elsewhere as it is to transfer a gazogene. For it may be that the system is reluctant to be displaced. It is possible that the patent as a document travels well but the system hesitates to make the voyage. And if the system does not transport well, then the very travel of patents impedes their representational tenacity. For, as I have argued, the patent's effectivity as a protection device depends upon its simultaneous representation of subjects, objects, and rights. And without a system of persecution and jurisprudence in place, a patent does not represent owners and their rights.
Library and laboratory: information
As the performance of patents as protection devices depends upon the smooth operation of an intricate system, complications are likely to arise when they travel in this capacity. But how about the first question: how tenacious are the representations provided by patents, reallyöespecially when they travel? Is it any easier to move the documents from Munich via Geneva to Harare to act as carriers of knowledge than it is to move them and maintain their protective strength?
Seventh site. Old Stable Building. Media
In ARIPO's patent documentation and information centre patents come in different forms. One of its few rooms is taken up by patents in old-fashioned style on paper; a few years worth of inventions, donated by the British and German governments when their patent offices began to use microfilm. But another room holds everything that has been new in technology and science, from the first moment that patents have been systematically administered and administrated. Almost everything, that is. All patents that have been put on CD-ROM by the main donors öevery US, European, WIPO, and Japanese patent documentöare sitting on those shelves. This one room contains the 34 km of documents that cause the 27 stories-tall European Patent Office in The Hague to run out of space. Small as it is, however, ARIPO's patent documentation and information centre`holds' any technological development for which a patent exists.
Designedöfrom the moment of its conceptionöto be more`modern' than the European Patent Office in Rijswijk or the US Patent Office in Washington, ARIPO was the first`paperless' Patent Office in the world [for modernity as a trope, see, for example, Harvey (1990) ]. And it is a good thing that ARIPO has chosen to be a modern place. For patents on paper do not only take up lots of space. Paper also molds. It gets eaten by little bugs that may not be present in the protected atmosphere of patent offices in Munich, Berlin, and London but that certainly flourish in the ölet us sayömore`natural' conditions in Harare. Atmospheric devices cost money, and more likely than not they cost more in Harare than they do in Berlin.
To be sure, for ARIPO to be modern does not necessarily mean that patents can always be read, there. The CD jukebox that was part of one donation has been known to be out of operation for long stretches of time, as it was the only one in the country at a time when there was no technical support. Modernity has its pockets and its moments, in Zimbabwe, and it is not always consistently sustained. (19) (19) It should be clear from all this that Zimbabwe is by no means a nonmodern place. It is an odd place, perhaps, made up of cellphones, pollution, and patenting indigenous healers, where variations of modernity all mix and match. Elsewhere I pursue the argument that New York and Geneva, likewise, are odd. They are by no means exclusively modern places. See de Laet (in preparation) see also Latour (1991) .
And so here are some ways in which patents that are transported for purposes of technology transfer may fail to deliver their representational promise. As vehicles they may be too modernöor they may not be modern enough.
Eighth site. Laboratory. Words and drawings in the laboratory A chemistry professor, interviewed in his laboratory at the University of Zimbabwe in Harare, declares that patents are wonderful resources. They provide a wealth of information; he uses them a lot. The patent information and documentation centre at ARIPO is particularly useful. For they have everything, there. This use of patents is new, too, to the professor. In his own education not much attention was paid to patents and the information they contain. And now they are all available, right in the center of Harare; there is more information to be found there than in the University library.``But have you ever succeeded in making a compound from a patent? I ask.``Oh no, of course not. They invariably leave something crucial ... out.'' This laboratory is one of the places where, from ARIPO's patent documentation and information centre, patents go. But the chemistry professor flat-out undermines the belief in an individual patent's transportability. For, as it turns out, the patents he works with are not entirely reliable. Their information is not all that durable. The documents may not be as useful for the purpose of transporting knowledge from one place to another as development strategy would have it. Because even though in my interviewee's laboratory the words and drawings are exactly the words and drawings they were in the laboratory of the patent holder, the compound that inspired the patent cannot be spirited back from it.
Back to sixth site. Science and Technology Studies. Words trading places
Once again, the literature in science and technology studies supports this observation. Words cannot mean anything without context, and written scientific and technical knowledge does not refer to much if it is not accompanied by tacit knowledge, skills, laboratory routines; in short, by the undescribed practices that govern the space from which the knowledge originates. Building machines from descriptionsölike replicating compounds or test resultsöis notoriously difficult. There is, for instance, Harry Collins's story about replicating a laser (see Collins, 1985) . It turns out that without access to the expertise of the builder of the first machine all efforts to build a twin from the specifications and descriptions of the original one fail. Counter to appearance and expectation, descriptions do not travel lightly. They do not easily cross the distance from one laboratory to the next. For after the move, they do no longer refer quite as dependably to the things they represented before.
And when descriptions cross distances greater than that between two US laboratories, from France to Coª te d'Ivoire or Costa Rica, for instance, their continued representation of knowledge is equally uncertain. Remember Akrich, travelling back and forth with the gazogene between France and Costa Rica, who registers that in Costa Rica the machine never seems to work (Akrich, 1993) . This is not because the Costa Ricans abuse the gazogene; it is to do with the complexities of the traffic between blueprints and machines, as Akrich explains. The traffic is straightforward in France, but not across the Atlantic: although for the French engineers who manufactured the gazogene the drawings`are' the machine, for the Costa Rican users drawings and machines are two things completely different.
That is what Latour also argues, after doing ethnographic with engineering students in Coª te d'Ivoire. The students, who attempted to learn about the operation and repair of auto engines by using blueprints from French textbooks, have trouble making the connection between the engine and the text (quoted in de Laet and Raven, 1989; see also afterword in Latour and Woolgar, 1986) . Never having tinkered with the machines, they were hardly able to grasp what the blueprints were all about, let alone to get broken engines to work again. The problem confirmed the (French) professors' opinionsöthat the students were stupid. But, more reasonably, it also confirmed the anthropologist's view that stupidity öor, more generally, cognitionö has nothing to do with what is going on here. The problem is, in fact, one of transport and translation: comprehension depends on practice; it is not a cognitive skill. And the meaning of blueprints changes as they travel. Whereas to the designers they clarify the car's operation, to the students they bear no relation to vehicles in motion. So, from powerful explanations they become useless pieces of paper. Divorced from the routines and conventions from which they originate, in a new environment descriptions become newöand in this case, uselessöthings.
Do the words and drawings remain the same while they travel? In principle yes, but in practice, I would say, not. For a close look at such travel suggests that it may be possible to make a compound from a patent. It may be possible to learn how an engine works from a textbook. It may be possible to repair a machine from a blueprint. But patent and compound, textbook and engine, blueprint and machine, can only be considered`the same thing' as long as they remain in the same`place', that is, as long as they are in a place where they are made to refer to each other. The words only reveal the things for those who have made the things into the wordsöor who have made the things and the words simultaneouslyöwith their own hands, eyes, and brains first (for a similar argument see Latour, 1986) .
So here is another way in which the patent, like other technical descriptionsöeven if we grant that it does, sometimes, act as a solid representation in the places where it originates öunravels when it travels. Although technically its words and drawings do not change, at the receiving end they are not what they were at the point of departure. The patent's knowledge does not necessarily spread when the document gains wider access in Zimbabwe; there are cases in which, through distribution, it dissolves.
Travel and transformation: patenting So the patent system has its fragile moments. The patent's capacity to protect rights and to represent knowledge is not as tenacious as the system for intellectual property protection requires and presumes. But there is another aspect to its fragility that has to do with the very premises on which its protective function is based. For the patent carries not only knowledge and rights; it also carries a particular concept of ownership and authorship. Individual ownership and authorship are conditions that are built into it, and that it also transports, along with everything else. But the transport of those concepts is rather a tricky endeavor. It may be that the patent's insertion in other places öwhether the transport is accomplished in part or wholesale öundercuts the conceptions of ownership and authorship on which the patent system is based: for instance, when in those other places these conceptions are not shared. At such times and to such places, as we shall see, the patent system may accommodate rather than be adopted wholesale.
Ninth site: Patenting healers. Changing the order`T raditional healers are quite aware of the robbery that takes place in the field of traditional medicine. They do not want to be regarded as cheap labor for modern scientists ... . Under pressure some of them agree to be interviewed but give wrong information: they lie. ... [When scientists] force traditional health workers to prepare their medicines and treat ... patients in [their] presence ... many practitioners ... throw in a useless herb or two in the mixture as a decoy so that scientists and other bystanders may not know which of the various herbs has the active principle for the illness being treated. Scientists do not usually recognize this hoax. Moreover ... the complex mixture [s] are not necessarily active pharmacologically in relation to the disease being treated. Consequently, tests on these drugs are unlikely to confirm the therapeutic efficiency of the original medicine'' (Chavunduka, 1996, pages 29^31) . The Zimbabwean traditional healers association ZINATHA recognizes that rights to and ownership of indigenous substances are complicated issues. As substances are shared between many healers, and as their knowledge of them is a matter of initiation, there is no specific individual to whom they`belong'. In the language of patent law, there is no subject to whom rights to the knowledge accrue. So the organization acts as a spokesperson, and as a legal`person' that represents the Zimbabwean traditional healer's rights to (intellectual) property. However, it represents a different kind of personhood' to that reinforced by the patent system öits`person' is collectively, rather than individually, defined. (20) If ZINATHA were just acting as a spokesperson for the healers, it would never be awarded a patent for the knowledge that it collectively holds, for how can`traditional' knowledge be`innovative'? The value added by the pharmaceutical company, the reason why it may acquire a patent for such knowledge if it succeeds in extracting it from the healers, comes from its use of a lawyer and a laboratory. The acts of distilling, purifying, describing, and testing the`active component' to the substance öfollowing Mulford, so to speakömake it, for the purposes of patent law, an`innovation'. It is the collection of words and formulas, which define the substance and provide a clear and concise description, that makes it patentable.
Although the individual healer could never perform the tests and articulationsöin other words, the purificationsöthat are required for a patent application to succeed, as a collective ZINATHA can, and does, employ lawyers and laboratories to process its knowledge into patent claims. And in this employment a new type of collaboration forms. An association between Zimbabwean healers, Zimbabwean lawyers, and a Zimbabwean laboratory comes into being as an answer to the presence of the patent system öand to the threat of misappropriation of local biomaterials that comes with it. This association ascertains that the materials remain here, where they originate, rather than being processed, purified, protected, and possessed by a pharmaceutical conglomerate that has its laboratories and its boardrooms somewhere else. The organization of healers, then, proposes to act as author, owner, inventoröbut it projects a different kind of ownership and authorship: a loosely organized, heterogeneous, and shifting body of healers, ZINATHA is a different`subject' than the corporation or researcher that constitute the type of subjects that the patent regime ordinarily performs. ZINATHA has only recently been acknowledged as a`legal person', and the patent regime has only recently learned to accommodate in such a way that patents may be assigned to it. And the fact that it requires negotiation before a patent can be assigned to this new type of (legal)`person' illuminates that, although the patent system installs a particular notion of personhood, as a result of its travel this notion of personhood can change. (20) This is a dangerous cliche¨and I want it to be clear that I am impatient with the type of psychological anthropology that categorizes societies according to the type of selfö`collective' or`individual' öthat they project. My use of the terms collective and individual is empirical: Western law centers on the individual as a legal subject and does not allow for cultural groups, whereas in some circumstancesöthat have nothing to do with`selves' but rather with issues such as ownership of land or biomaterialsöthis would be an appropriate category. The issue is addressed in the 1989 Convention Concerning Indigenous and Tribal Peoples in Independent Countries (ILO, 1989). As my story about the Zimbabwean healers suggests, the thinking that motivates this convention is only now, reluctantly, influencing patent law öas a result of pressure from associations such as ZINATHA. See for a discussion of collective rights Kloosterman (1995) .
Thus, a variety in the substance of personhoodöand in that of other social and cultural matters, such as ownership, authorship, subjectivity, and rightsöbecomes visible when patents move. (21) This variety is a source of pressure on patents, as it makes their promised performance unravel. Their travel enables patents to perform new and unexpected parts, and so the travel of`known' systems makes these systems new and strange.
Mediation (22) The patent system accommodates itself to its new environment. When the social matters that the patent order builds upon are confronted with other truths about persons, authors, owners, subjects, rights öor places, for that matter öthe order itself undergoes a transition, so that it becomes`appropriate' to the new places where it emerges. But the patent order also changes that environment. The presence of patents spurs Zimbabwe, itself, to become a different place. So the patent is not a neutral medium; it does something. It stirs up the place. It brings about change. And it is not only because patents are present that Zimbabwe changes. The change accords with how patents are there. Here is how.
Centres and peripheries
With its promotion of the project of`patents for technology transfer', WIPO's development strategy subscribes to what I have called the`counterpoint' to my stories. It suggests that transfer is unidirectional, smooth, and uninterrupted; that travel is the mere crossing of a distance, a traversing of measurable space. It suggests that patents are a neutral medium. And it suggests that technology can be concisely represented; that it is mobile and immutable; and that it can be inserted wholesale wherever there is a need. Moreover, this view subscribes to a diffusion model of knowledge, that assumes that technology is available in certain places öcenters or Centersöand not in othersö peripheries.
In the course of the project, however, this distribution of centers and peripheries comes undone. For, as the stories about the transport of systems suggest, patents may travel from center to periphery, but they can only travel to peripheries that relate to the center. They can successfully travel as long as they remain within the boundaries set by this center^periphery universe; among places that are already in a certain sense`the same'. And although patents require such a place that already is the same in order to work, through their travel they contribute to creating more of that`same'.
ARIPO fosters that process. With its interest in the protection of local and appropriate technologies, and with its import of patents on paper and CD-ROM, it makes Zimbabwe a different place, a`modern' place and a center in its own right. For whereas at the start of the development project of`patents for technology transfer' Harare was considered a peripheryönonmodern, nonindustrial, developing, and a recipient of technology from elsewhereöin the course of the project Harare has become a place where patents live, where information is available, that brings forth technology in need of protection, and where purification takes place. The presence of patents contributes to (21) The word`matter' is used deliberately here. Following Mol and Law (1995) , I find it useful to think of the cultural and the social in terms of their materiality. After all, it is precisely the relationships that are defined in and forged through the patent that come into view when it and its travel are followed as material things. See also Law (1994) . (22) Mediation is different from intermediation. Whereas the intermediary is a neutral carrier of a message, the mediator has agency; it has an effect on both message and recipient. Whereas the intermediary transports, the mediator translates. See Hennion (1995); also Latour (forthcoming).
this transformation, and the way in which Zimbabwe effects changes in the patent system attests to it. This is not so much because, embodied in patents, Zimbabwe now has access to and use of up-to-date technical information. As we have seen, it remains to be seen whether that information can actually be put to use. And as that is a questionable issue in all circumstances where information, captured in text, travels from one place to another, if`modernity' were to reside in the use of such knowledge, then perhaps there are no modern places at all. No, Zimbabwe's modernity lies elsewhere. It has to do with the very presence of the patent system, and with its presence in a particular form. It has to do with acquiring patents on CD-ROM öwhereas the gift of paper keeps the country in another, nonmodern mode. (23) And it has to do with the patents' forging of connections between previously separate actors, in the course of which the requirements for an appropriate patent system change. It has to do with not only the agency of the patent, but also with an emerging agency of Zimbabwe as a whole.
Vehicles matter, then. Patents, as vehicles for information, bring about change. But vehicles matter in another sense as well. When transported on CD-ROM, patents are differently used, usable, and useful than when carried on paper. And the nature of the vehicle matters for the kind of place that Zimbabwe can be.
Recapitulation
In this paper I have followed three threads of thought. My first agenda was to destabilize the meaning of the patent. My second agenda was to destabilize the meaning of distance. And my third was to invoke a different way of thinking about travel and ethnographic space.
Travel does more than trading places. It makes strange. My travel between Utrecht and New York, Zimbabwe and Geneva, classrooms and courtrooms, makes strange the link between patenting and industrialization, for one. It enables me to find out where that link is strengthened and where it breaks. And the point of departure of my own travels, science and technology studies, dictates that the links between patents and economic prosperity are not`natural': they have been forged. It appears that thè harmonization', or the globalization, of the patent system is one of the dynamics that reinforces such links.
Meanwhile patents, through their travels, are links themselves. Worlds apart intersect through them. Following the tracks of patents into those worlds renders it strange that in different places patents would be considered the same things. For they emerge in different capacities. They have different effects. They operate in different practices. They ride different vehicles. And they are deliberately used for different purposes. This variety counters the notion that patents are`single objects',`immutable mobiles',`stable representations',`reliable titles to ownership', or`neutral vehicles of technology transfer', and it supports a vision of patents as agents in their own right. But my enterprise of following patent not only points to what patents do, but also to what is in a patent. For, as it turns out, they do not only carry rights and knowledge; they have legal practices, epistemological theories, cultural values, and moral philosophies packed into them as well.
So my travel between the sites where patents operate encounters contradictions of and in the patent system and offers a window onto the quagmires of technology transfer and international development in which it is involved. The system's travel to Zimbabwe, as much as my own travel into economics, development, and law, invites to (23) Of course the new availability of patents on the Internet would throw the country in a postmodern mode if it were modern all over, rather than in pocketsöthat is, if there were wide access to computers and other web paraphernalia. Although this is not the case and will not be the case for a long time, the Internet development provokes anxiety among those who have only recently begun to enjoy Zimbabwe's new position as a`center'. make patents strange, rather than take them for granted. Instead of building blocks for policy, and unexamined loci of science and technology, patents become questioned and questionable things.
Rather than a single unity, in my description the patent becomes a variety of entities. This is a destabilization of sorts: it is not clear, a priori, what a patent will do, hence what it will be, in a given situation. Its effect remains to be seen. And, therefore, sorting out the links between the patent's contexts and its performance is an empirical matter; a matter to be tackled with an anthropological approach. And the very act of destabilizing an object that appears to be an immutable mobile is, in and of itself, an anthropological move. For, although anthropologists have been disposed to take well-known concepts and to displace them wholesale into other cultural contexts as if their meaning withstands transport and remains everywhere the same, they have also been known to take on the obvious at home and to treat it as if it were strange. And this is what my anthropological touch does: it makes strange the familiar and it refuses to take for granted what is known.
My attempt to destabilize distance is related, and it is rooted in anthropology as well. But it is more a reaction to, than an assimilation of, an anthropoligical approach. For it is true that classical anthropology has been rather taken by distance, as the pointer to the other, the exotic, the strange. In a way, this makes any current anthropological interest in travel a bit suspect. After all, travel is and has traditionally been a privileged mode of displacement, available to anthropologists but not to their objects/subjectsö unilaterally enabling an observer's gaze. And ethnography has forged a special connection between this type of travel, distance, strangeness, and anthropological knowledge.
But it seems to me that travel is mobilized in this paper to a different effect. With the leading questionö``How is it that we find patents' presence there surprising, while their performance here is taken for a matter of fact?''öthe exploration of patents' strangeness there unsettles their matter-of-factness here as well. It seems to me that what patents accomplish`here'ötying subjects and objects togetheröis about as miraculous and strange as what they accomplish`there'öthe reconfiguration of space. But if here and there are equally miraculous and are both strange, then it also seems to me that it is not so much the distance between sites that makes for things being`different'. Perhaps it is (among other things) patents' varied performance that makes for different places, as much as it is their insertion in different places that makes them perform differently.
So, to present a bird's eye view of my ethnography of the travel of patents, in this paper I have moved through, and have connected, a numberöand a varietyöof sites where I encounter patents. Thisöthe linking-up of spaces öis my method. By using this method, I have demonstrated how what patents are coincides with what they do and with where they do it. And I have shown that what they do is not always what they are expected to do or what they set out to do. Patents' performance varies with the environment in which they make their appearance: they emerge as different things in different places. But, at the same time, for certain purposes they remain the same thing; it is, after all, as a clearly defined unit that patents connect the places where they emerge.
But then the places where patents travel turn out not to be fixed entities, either. For with patents (and patent observers) making their entry, sometimes their new environments change. Places that we expect to be`different' (for instance, because they are far apart) may be remarkably similar, whereas settings that should all be the same turn out to be quite unlike each other. And it is, among other things, through the mediation of the patent that such similarities and differences come aboutöor, at least, through which they come to light.
So in this study of the travel of patents (ethnographic) space emerges as another thing altogether. It is no longer a cultural field that is lying-in-waiting to be described as objectively as can be by an observer whose presence is as nonintrusive as possible, and that is marked by its predetermined distance from places that are known. It should rather be considered as the object's range: a space that is performed by the travel of objects and an observer on-the-move. Along with the changing nature of patents, it is this elusive feature of the space in which they operateöits inclusion of travelö that I have tried to capture here.
